SECOND DISTRICT
The Academy SF PTSA (Out of council)

FOURTH DISTRICT
Beatty Middle School PTSA (Buena Park)
Lincoln Elementary PTA (Out of council)
Buena Vista Virtual Academy PTSA (Placentia-Yorba Linda Unified)

SEVENTH DISTRICT
Highland Hawks PTA (Out of council)

NINTH DISTRICT
Carlsbad Seaside Academy PTA (Carlsbad Unified)

TENTH DISTRICT
Purche Avenue Elementary PTA (Gateway)
Tiger Pride PTA (Gateway)

SEVENTEENTH DISTRICT
Beach Park Elementary PTA (San Mateo-Foster City)

TWENTY-THIRD DISTRICT
Rondo PTA (Corona-Norco)
Del Sol Academy PTA (Out of council)

THIRTY-FIRST DISTRICT
Burbank Elementary PTA Valley (Gateway)

THIRTY-FOURTH DISTRICT
Manzanita PTA (South Antelope Valley)

PERALTA DISTRICT
Mt. Eden PTSA (Out of council)